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FEATURED
JOURNEYS
Cruise the Mekong
with Dr. Michael Coe
To understand the similarities of the Khmer and
the Maya, join celebrated Mayanist, Dr. Michael
D. Coe, and the deputy director of the Greater
Angkor Project (GAP), Dr. Damian Evans
onboard a privately-chartered luxurious river
vessel with only 12 cabins to cruise up the mighty
Mekong River from the Vietnam delta to the
unique environment of Cambodia’s Tonle Sap,
the huge lake that swells to cover one fifth of the
country during the monsoons, ending in the great
city of Angkor. As we search for out-of-the-way
pagodas, these eminent scholars will enlighten
us with stories of these great civilizations.
Trip Dates: November 9-25, 2015

Iran: Empires of
Everlasting Fires
Explore extraordinary UNESCO World Heritage
Sites, including Pasargadae, Isfahan, Shiraz,
Yazd, and Persepolis along with the many
incredibly beautiful works of art and architecture
that this diverse country has to offer! Iran features
opulent palaces with huge intricate paintings
covering entire walls, glorious gardens that have
been in existence for centuries, and gigantic
carved panels built into cliff faces by former kings.
Learn about one of the world’s oldest religions Zoroastrianism - from your enthusiastic study
leader, Dr. Jennifer Rose, as you uncover the
varied histories of this place of crossroads.
Trip Dates: May 12-28, 2015

Cathedrals of France
Under the sage guidance of The Great Courses
lecturer, Professor William R. Cook, learn about
the architectural evolution of cathedrals in France
from robust Romanesque to soaring Gothic
architecture while exploring the stunning sites
in Chartres, Amiens, Reims, and, of course,
picturesque Paris. Steep yourself in the history
and culture that gave rise to these monumental
tributes to the heavens, and enjoy the charming
towns that grew around these memorable
places of worship.
Trip Dates: May 29-June 8, 2015

Hello Travelers,
In my past I was a Maya archaeologist, and due to my abiding interest in that
civilization, we pursue the latest news and updates in order to enhance our
itineraries. I’d like to present three unique trips into Mesoamerica. In the Path of
the Snake Kingdom highlights four ceremonial centers that have made a huge
splash in the news recently with newly-discovered and translated material that
affirms the disproportionate influence of a single royal dynasty called Snake, or
Kaan. To reach El Mirador, El Peru/Waka’, and La Corona, you will fly in private
helicopters, and to Holmul, ride in trucks along a jungle-shrouded track. The
expedition is worth it as the scholars at three of these sites exclusively host the
group! Lost Cities of the Ancient Maya takes you into the most inaccessible and
rarely-visited area of Guatemala. Today it is lightly populated, and yet more than
1500 years ago Maya kings jockeyed for supremacy here. The glorious cities they
created - Cancuen, Dos Pilas, Aguateca, Ceibal, Uaxactun, Holmul – and the
proclamations written on monuments affirm the power of these imperial rulers.
Hidden Cities of the Yucatan concentrates on the southern border with Guatemala
where exposed remains of pyramids and cities - Dzibanche, Kinichna, Calakmul,
Rio Bec - were, until recently, nearly impossible to reach. Newly found hieroglyphic
inscriptions disclose that this zone was the wellspring of the Kaan Empire. These
exciting breakthroughs are rapidly altering our understanding of the Maya and
we proudly proclaim that on a Far Horizons tour you will experience the latest
up-to-date knowledge about this culture’s long history.
One of the reasons that people return to travel with Far Horizons again and again is
for the specially arranged private entrée events hosted by directors of archaeological
and other scientific projects throughout the world. As a tour company that benefits
from the historical and natural treasures of our destinations, we believe that we
should support the sites we visit. Please go to the ‘donation projects’ page on our
website to view the many programs that have been recipients of assistance from Far
Horizons’ participants.
Don’t miss the latest book edited and introduced by Professor Jeremy McInerney,
The Great Courses lecturer and study leader for many Far Horizons trips into the
Greco-Roman World. A Companion to Ethnicity in the Ancient Mediterranean
presents a comprehensive collection of essays that covers topics of ethnicity in
civilizations ranging from ancient Egypt and Israel, to Greece and Rome, and into
Late Antiquity. Explore the Greek Isles of Myth with Dr. McInerney June 7-20, 2015.
I hope you enjoy our latest newsletter and will pass it along to friends. And keep
watching our blog where you can read tales from our travelers, along with ‘Did
You Know?’ where we post interesting tidbits on the latest archaeological and
historic discoveries.
Happy journeys,

Mary Dell Lucas
Founding Director

A Call to
Easter Island
By Don Swanson, Far Horizons participant

Rapa Nui (Easter Island) beckoned ever since I moved to Hawai`i
and developed an interest in Polynesian culture and history.
When I saw the Far Horizons advertisement, I had to go. Rapa
Nui is famous for its isolation--the easternmost island in
Polynesia--the moai, those huge statues carved from rock and
moved many miles by unknown and highly debated means, lend
an intriguing mystery to the place that cannot be forgotten.
The Far Horizons trip exceeded my expectations! Under Sidsel's
patient and knowledgeable leadership and Heather's can-do-andsuccessfully-did management, our group of 12 "did the island."
The timing couldn't have been better, coinciding with the Tapati
cultural festival each evening just steps away from our lodging.
The moai seem larger than advertised, and Rano Raraku, the
quarry where they were carved, is a place of striking beauty and
wonder. The five moai standing guard over the coral sand of
Anakena Beach are breathtaking.

Travel with Dr. Sidsel Millerström on
Easter Island and the Tapati Festival,
January 29 - February 9, 2015.

By Professor Daud Ali
Among the most elaborately carved and ornamented temples
of medieval India are those constructed by the famous
Hoysala Dynasty (c. 1000-1350 AD) of the lower Deccan.
Originally descended from a hill tribe of the eastward steps of
the Western Ghats, these fierce warriors, named after the feat
of an ancestor who killed a tiger, moved down onto the fertile
plains of lower Karnataka in the middle of the 11th century
where they established a kingdom and joined the service of
regional lords known as the Chalukyas. By the middle of the
12th century, the Hoysalas were independent and rose to
become one of the most powerful and feared of South Indian
kings during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. They were
known particularly for their fierce warrior culture. They
imported master craftsmen from the northern districts of
present day Karnataka to create some of the most exquisite
temples that have survived from medieval times.
The most grand of these, the Hoysaleśvara temple complex
at the family’s capital in Halebidu, known as Dorasamudra,
contains two remarkable monuments called Garuda pillars.
Garuda is the traditional ‘mount’ of the Hindu god Vishnu,
and his most loyal warrior and servant. The most elite troops
of the Hoysala kings were called Garudas (after this idea) and
wore thick anklets as a mark of their loyalty and status among
the king’s troops. In one of these pillars we hear of a man
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It's hard to pick a favorite, but I found our visit to the village site
of Orongo on Rano Kau to be both inspiring and beautiful. Here
we learned about the Birdman cult there and throughout our trip.
But for me personally, I really enjoyed hearing so much of the
local language, Rapanui, spoken on the streets of Hanga Roa and
during the Tapati festival. And, don't miss the ice cream sold at
the little shop on the fishing harbor of Hanga Roa, just down the
street from our Hotel O`tai!
This trip gets two thumbs up, and if I were all thumbs, it would
merit ten.

called Kuvara Lakma, a close servant, general, minister and
one time childhood companion of King Viraballala (d. 1220).
A long inscription on the pillar, which calls itself a ‘hero’s
order,’ or virasasana, gives an elaborate description of how, at
the death of his lord, Kuvara Laksma and his wife, as well as
a large number of his own retainers, committed suicide
through a number of bizarre rituals which included swords
and blades. Sculptures on the pillar graphically illustrate the
event, with scenes of head cutting, stabbing and the use of a
special pole like implement called a sidi, used to literally
pull or snap the head off. The hero stone of at least one of
Kuvara Laksma’s own retainers has been recovered from the
surrounding environs. This inscription and its images, as well
as countless other ‘hero stones’ like it, have opened up a vast
world of a lost cult of loyalty and military culture which
seems to have been indigenous to the hilly regions of
southwestern India.

Memories of Cambodia & Laos
By Lynda Hamilton, Far Horizons participant

It was a privilege to have Dr. Damian Evans as our Study
Leader. He was outstanding! His knowledge of the Khmer
civilization is extensive, and he spoke at length about the
temples, the ancient history of the countries and the customs
of the people. He was willing to answer our many questions,
both about the Khmer civilization and his own life in
Cambodia. His expertise and enthusiasm made the trip
memorable.

smile, and a
willingness to help
in any way they can.
For example, the
hotel maid, when I
was leaving, found
a t-shirt that I had
left in a drawer
and handed it to
me with a smile,
the salesman in the
camera store who
put a mini memory
card into the holder
and allowed me to
Travel with Dr. Damian
take his picture to
Evans on Discover
make sure that it
Angkor Wat and Laos,
worked, the lady in
January 4-20, 2015.
the book store who
offered to see if she had a copy of a particular book at home,
the boy at Bangkok airport who asked if he could practice his
English in order to obtain a better job, and Mr. Kamsouk who
welcomed us into his home in Luang Prabang for a Baci
Sukhuan Ceremony. (This is a ceremony calling on the spirits
to help the persons involved to face the next part of their lives
with strength.) It was an interesting experience involving
tying strings to participant's wrists. I am still wearing some
of mine. These are a few samples of the kindness generally
exhibited and I have come home with very fond memories.

Last is the Cambodian and Laotian people that we came in
contact with, in the markets, hotels, restaurants, temples etc.
They are a pleasant people, warm and friendly, with a ready

The temples are wonderful, learning about the Khmer
civilization has added to my knowledge of the ancient
world, but it is the people that I will remember best.

While others will write about Angkor Wat, Banteay Srei and
Beng Mealea - all wonderful temples and my personal
favorites - for me it was the people who made my recent trip
to Cambodia and Laos so memorable. Starting with the Far
Horizons staff, particularly Heather, who patiently answered
my many questions over months before the actual trip, and
continuing with the Tour Manager, Laurie Nardone, who
kept us informed of each day's activities, counted heads
endless times, was always efficient but also fun to be with.
She named our group ‘The Naga’ because there were 9 of us
on the tour. This was adopted with enthusiasm by all of us.
We started out as strangers at the beginning of the trip, but
became friends at the end. It was a most compatible group,
from different backgrounds but meshing together with a
common goal of expanding our knowledge of an ancient
civilization and learning about the present peoples and
their customs.

In the Path of the
Crusader Knights
By Professor John France
The Knights of Malta, the fighting monks of the Order of
St. John of Jerusalem, left a trail of superb buildings on the
islands of Cyprus, Rhodes and Malta. We will follow their
journey through time and across the Mediterranean to see
these magnificent structures. And much else besides. The
Roman city of Curium on Cyprus overlooking the wine-dark
sea is a place of extraordinary beauty. Seeing Rhodes you
understand why the Knights mourned its loss after their
expulsion. On Malta they built a whole new city, but alongside it are some of the most ancient stone structures in the
world – in fact perhaps the most ancient. This is a wonderful
voyage of discovery – not many people have ever seen a
Roman winepress – and all in beautiful surroundings.

Travel with Professor John France on
Cyprus, Rhodes, Malta: In the Path of
the Crusader Knights, March 15-29, 2015.
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Touring the Sudan

By Professor Bob Brier

Travel with Professor
Bob Brier and
Patricia Remler on
Sudan: An Exploration
of Ancient Kush,
January 4-17, 2015.
Photos by Steve Stubblefield

Pat and I had not been to Sudan for almost ten years until
our Far Horizons trip in January 2014. The happy memories
of our previous trip - driving across vast desert stretches,
camping under the stars, and exploring deserted pyramids were not disappointed on this trip.
We met the group in Khartoum and stayed at the Burj Al
Fateh Corinthia, a new five star hotel on the Nile, where we
relaxed, overcame jet lag and made ready for our expedition.
We found much had changed in ten years, especially in
Khartoum with new hotels—a building boom, but outside
of Khartoum, little had changed—the beauty of the desert,
intrigue of the pyramids, temples and tombs.

There were some improvements. The campsites had
comfortable tents and washrooms. The campsite at Meroe
has a vegetable garden and the meals were fresh, simple,
and delicious. The new guesthouse at Jebel Barkal is walking
distance to the site, and watching the sun set over that
sandstone mountain was spectacular.
Sudan is like Egypt must have been 200 years ago –
practically no tourists. Most times we were the only ones
on site, and the freedom to wander and contemplate the
ancient temples was, as they say, priceless. The archaeology
of the Sudan still intrigues us, and we can’t wait to return
in January 2015.

WISH YOU WERE HERE

Postcard
from Sicily
Dear Mom,
‘Come, you must try Sicilian breakfast,’ the waiter tells me in a
conspiratorial whisper my first morning in Syracuse. He leads me to the
tray of freshly baked brioche next to a whirling granita machine. He
gently places a piping hot pastry on my plate and hands me a cool
glass of the creamy almond icee. He explains that the brioche is to be
dipped into the granita. ‘Only in Sicily,’ he says with a satisfied smile.
As we circle the island every aspect of Sicily speaks to its
uniqueness. Every inch of the territory echoes the influence of the
many peoples that have inhabited or ruled the territory. The diversity
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of sites – Phoenician, Greek, Roman, Norman, and many more –
make it difficult to choose a favorite visit or experience…
I have to say that a highlight is a ‘behind-the-scenes’ peek at
the work being done at Selinunte with a special presentation by the
project’s director and discussion with the graduate students participating
in the excavation.
Another is viewing the recently restored breathtaking mosaics at
the Villa Romana del Casale, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Raised
platforms allow you to gaze down upon the ornate designs of each
room. Particularly interesting is the Chamber of the Ten Maidens,
known as the ‘Bikini Girls’. These young women are depicted
weight-lifting, discus throwing, running and playing various other
games – a reminder that the cult of sport and exercise is not a
modern phenomenon.
Near the end of our circuit we explore the lush volcano landscape
of Etna. The change in terrain and climate is striking, more verdant and
much cooler than expected. With particularly mineral-rich soil due to
past eruptions, the surrounding area is now dotted with wineries. We
stop at one for a relaxing lunch paired of course with delicious wines.
In the cool morning of our last day in Sicily, I wander the
meandering cobblestone streets of Taormina in the quiet hush before
the hustle bustle of daily life gets back into gear. At a café in the small
piazza in front of the Duomo, I enjoy my last Sicilian breakfast and
reflect on our trip. ‘Only in Sicily’ I think and smile.
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EUROPE & TURKEY

Eastern Turkey’s Lost Kingdoms

From the mountains of eastern Anatolia, to the valleys of the Tigris and Euphrates, to the Cilician plain, experience the history and culture
of this crossroad of civilizations.
May 16 - 31, 2015 with Professor John France ...............................................................................................................................$9,995.00

Glorious Greece

Explore both celebrated and more remote remains of the many civilizations that have passed across this land.
May 23 -June 6, 2015 with Professor Steven Tuck.........................................................................................................................$9,995.00

Sicily: Art and Archaeology

Learn about the rich history of this beautiful isle with visits to glorious Greek temples, magnificent cathedrals, Roman Amphitheaters,
and more!
May 16 - 30, 2015 with Professor Alexis Castor.............................................................................................................................$9,995.00

Cathedrals of France

Since the Christianization of Europe, cathedrals have served both as centers of ecclesiastical authority and marvels of architectural genius and
innovation. Explore the evolution of the Gothic cathedrals, both in Paris and the surrounding area.
May 29 - June 8, 2015 with Professor William R. Cook................................................................................................................$8,695.00 + air

Cyprus, Bodrum, Rhodes and Malta: In the Path of the Crusader Knights

After the fall of Jerusalem, the Knights of the Order of Saint John the Hospitaller sought refuge in the Kingdom of Cyprus, and then Rhodes.
Two hundred years later, Sultan Suleiman’s forces drove the Knights from that island and they were then established on Malta where they
fought pirates instead of the infidels.
March 15 - 29, 2015 with Professor John France ............................................................................................................................$8,995.00 + air

An Exploration of Wales and England

View the remnants of prehistoric, Roman, medieval and industrial sites in Wales and Western England.
June 5 - 19, 2015 with Dr. James Bruhn ...........................................................................................................................................$8,895.00 + air

Greek Isles of Myth: Crete, Santorini and the Cyclades

Traveling by ferry, embrace the culture of Crete, Santorini, and of the Cycladic islands: Paros, Naxos, and Delos.
June 7 - 20, 2015 with Professor Jeremy McInerney .....................................................................................................................$8,995.00 + air

The Archaeology of Ireland

Discover mythic fortresses, inspiring monasteries, and forgotten relics that stand as evidence of the astonishingly rich and varied story of the
enchanted land of Éire.
July 17 - August 1, 2015 with Dr. Enda O’Flaherty .......................................................................................................................$8,695.00 + air

The Riches of Scotland

From the English border to the Orkney Islands, enjoy prehistoric stone circles and chambered tombs, glorious abbeys and cathedrals, and
medieval castles.
July 19 - August 3, 2015 with Archaeologist Brian Buchanan ....................................................................................................$8,695.00 + air

Turkish Treasures

Enjoy private tours of Hattusha, capital of the Hittites; Troy, and Ephesus. Visit five UNESCO World Heritage Sites, Sagalassos, Pergamum,
Cappadocia and more.
September 4 - 19, 2015 with study leader to be announced..........................................................................................................$9,995.00

An Archaeological Pub Crawl of Great Britain

Explore prehistoric stone circles and chambered tombs, walk in the footsteps of Roman armies along Hadrian’s Wall, and savor the view from
battlements of medieval castles in remote and beautiful areas of Britain - and rarely be far distant from a source of liquid replenishment.
August 9 - 21, 2015 with Dr. James Bruhn ......................................................................................................................................$8,295.00 + air

Elegant Turkey by Land and Sea

Onboard a private yacht, cruise the southwestern coast of Turkey to explore ancient cities, sunken ruins, fortified castles, and tiny traditional
villages.
September 26 - October 11, 2015 with study leader to be announced.........................................................................................$9,895.00 + air

Armenia, Iran & Turkey: Archaeoastronomy

Led by the director of Los Angeles County’s Griffith Observatory, traverse three countries in the Transcaucasus. Visit Göbekli Tepe, Sogmatar,
and Nemrud Dag, Qarahunge, Sevsar, Takte-é Soleiman, Marageh Observatory and more, and along the way see how the visions in the sky
united ancient peoples.
September 12 - 29, 2015 with Dr. E. C. Krupp ................................................................................................................................CALL

EGYPT AND AFRICA

Ethiopia: The Wonders of the Horn of Africa

Ethiopians developed a sophisticated culture based on a deep love of Christianity. Revel in Gondar, Bahir Dar, the Simien Mountains, and the
underground churches of Lalibela.
September 24 - October 8, 2015 with Dr. Cinzia Perlingieri ........................................................................................................$9,695.00

The Majesty of Egypt

Cairo to Luxor to Aswan to Abu Simbel, enter sites closed to the public - the tombs of Seti I and Nefertari, the Red Pyramid, Sakkara’s Unas
Temple, and the burial chamber in the Great Pyramid.
November 7 - 20, 2015 with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler .........................................................$12,995.00

Sudan: An Exploration of Ancient Kush

In northern Sudan in the land of Kush towering pyramids, painted rock-cut tombs, and ornately carved temples await discovery.
January 4 - 17, 2015 with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler .................................................................$9,995.00 + air
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OCEANIA

Chile and Easter Island’s Tapati Festival

Immense stone statues, perplexing petroglyphs, vibrant cave paintings, and the Tapati Festival, a time of revelry and of honoring the culture both past and present.
January 29 - February 9, 2015 with Dr. Sidsel Millerström .........................................................................................................$8,695.00 + air

INDIA, ASIA and CHINA

Sri Lanka and the Perahera Festival

Enjoy the festive processions honoring the Temple of the Sacred Tooth Relic, and visit Anuradhapura, one of the ancient capitals of Sri Lanka; the
Royal Palace in Polonnaruwa; Fortified Galle; the sacred city of Kandy, and Dambulla Cave Temple – all UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
July 28 - August 14, 2015 (tentative) with study leader to be announced ..................................................................................CALL

Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan: A Journey through Central Asia

Follow in the footsteps of Alexander the Great, Genghiz Khan, Marco Polo, and Tamerlane. Experience Merv, Khiva, Bukhara, Samarkand.
September 27 - October 14, 2015 with Dr. Jennifer Rose..............................................................................................................$9,995.00

China: Along the Silk Road

Mogao Caves’ ornate Buddhist paintings, the world’s oldest continuous market in Kashgar, the Taklamakan Desert, Turpan, Kuqa and Urumqi
and so much more.
August 9 - 26, 2015 with Professor Johan Elverskog ..................................................................................................................$10,995.00

Burma (Myanmar)

Land of the Golden Pagodas - Yangon, Mrauk-U, Pindaya Caves, Inle Lake, and Bagan where more than two thousand spires rise above the horizon.
December 2015 with Dr. Charlotte Galloway.................................................................................................................................CALL

South India: Temples and Traditions

From Hampi to Karaikudi to Tanjore, the temples visited contain some of the greatest architectural and sculptural achievements in India.
January 1 - 18, 2015 with Professor Daud Ali ............................................................................................................................$10,995.00

Angkor Wat and Laos

Historically-rich Cambodia including six full days at Angkor, and in Laos, see Vat Phou, Vientiane, and the World Heritage city
of Luang Prabang.
January 4 - 20, 2015 with Dr. Damian Evans ................................................................................................................................$10,995.00

Cruise Up the Mekong River: The Khmer and The Maya

Onboard a privately chartered river vessel with only 12 cabins, learn of the similarities of the Maya and the Khmer civilizations as told by
Drs. Coe and Evans as we cruise up the Mekong from Saigon to Siem Reap. Along the way stop to explore temples, pagodas, and ancient cities,
many hidden for centuries and rarely visited.
November 9 - 25, 2015 with Professor Michael Coe and Dr. Damian Evans.........................................................................$13,995.00

THE MIDDLE EAST & ARABIA

The Grandeur of Petra, The Splendors of Jordan

View celebrated mosaics of Madaba; Roman Jerash; elegant Umayyad fortress-palaces; the unique statues of ‘Ain Ghazal; and two full days in
2,500 year old Petra.
March 15 - 28, 2015 with Professor Gary Rollefson......................................................................................................................$8,995.00

Iran: Empires of Everlasting Fire

Embrace the cultural diversity of Pasargad, Persepolis, Isfahan, Shiraz, Yazd, and other sites, and witness the way in which previous empires
have left their indelible mark.
May 12 - 28, 2015 with Dr. Jennifer Rose........................................................................................................................................$9,995.00

THE AMERICAS

Guatemala: Lost Cities of the Ancient Maya

Hidden within the lowland rainforest of the Petén of Guatemala are ancient Maya cities so isolated that they are scarcely ever seen - Cancuén,
Dos Pilas, Aguateca, Ceibal, Holmul. Recent discoveries here are proving their importance, and accompanied by a hieroglyphic specialist, you
will learn their secret history.
January 31 - February 9, 2015 with Epigrapher Stanley Paul Guenter......................................................................................$7,395.00

Mexico: Hidden Maya Cities of the Yucatán

Explore out of the way Maya cities - Santa Rosa Xtampak, Balamkú, Dzibanché, Balankanché, and Calakmul. Visit Tulum, Chichén Itzá, Uxmal
and Ek Balam.
February 14 - 25, 2015 with Epigrapher Stanley Paul Guenter ..................................................................................................$7,995.00

Capital Cities of the Ancient Maya

Copán, Tikal’s towering temples, Yaxchilán, Bonampak’s murals, and Palenque. Spend two days in the colonial town of San Cristobal de las Casas.
March 29 - April 10, 2015 with Professor Marcello Canuto.........................................................................................................$8,295.00

In the Path of the Snake Kingdom: El Mirador, La Corona, El Peru/Waka’, Holmul

Fly by helicopter to La Corona, El Peru/Waka’, and El Mirador, and then by truck to Holmul and learn how hieroglyphic texts proclaim the
power of the mighty Kaan, or Snake Kingdom.
April 4 - 9, 2015 with Professor David Freidel ..............................................................................................................................$9,995.00 + air

Peru: Inkas & Their Ancestors

From the northern Moche cities to the highland Inka sites, experience Peru’s past. Caral, Chanquillo, ChanChan, Machu Picchu, and the Nazca Lines.
June 17 - July 2, 2015 with Dr. William Sapp .................................................................................................................................$9,595.00

Mexico: Oaxaca’s Day of the Dead

Enjoy magical revelries as families welcome the spirits of the departed during their annual visit home. See demonstrations by artists and Oaxaca’s
archaeological sites.
October 26 - November 3, 2015 with Dr. Khristaan Villela .........................................................................................................CALL
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WISH YOU WERE HERE

Field Work at Ghura
al-Qattafimesas,
Jordan
By Professor Gary Rollefson

Postcard
from the
Turquoise Coast
Dear Seth,
Imagine crystal blue waters that beckon you for a
swim. Imagine a coastline dotted with ancient ruins and
tombs waiting to be explored. Imagine a personal chef
who, three times a day, prepares the most delectable
Turkish meals with the freshest of ingredients. This fantasy
is what life is like on a Turkish yacht, or gulet, and it is as
close to paradise as I’ve ever been.
Each day in this world begins at a leisurely pace,
enjoying breakfast al fresco with the gentle breeze of
the Mediterranean creating the most perfect outside
temperature. After a short sail on the open sea, we enter
a secluded bay and anchor with few other boats. The
two junior boatmen, Kubilai and Sergen, who have fast
become friends, help us aboard the zodiak and zoom us
over to the shore, leaving with a wave and smile. Today’s
destination is the quaint town of Kaleköy, a Lycian
site with the partly sunken ruins of Aperlae and a castle.
The narrow streets are charming and local vendors offer
us fresh squeezed orange or pomegranate juice, which
we are happy to sample. After a moderate hike up to the
castle, we emerge out the top of the structure and take a
moment to appreciate the spectacular view in front of us.
From this vantage point, the sea seems to go on for miles
and the coastline appears all the more vast and alluring.
Past the castle wall, through the opening for the cannon,
we can see our gulet anchored in the bay and, despite
the beauty of my surroundings, I can’t wait to be back
onboard.
Just another perfect day, cruising along the Turquoise
Coast, stepping back into time, living life to the fullest on a
Turkish yacht.

Our project in the eastern Black Desert is investigating
the character of the beginnings of nomadic pastoralism
beginning at c. 6,500 BC and how it changed during the
following 4,000 years. The most surprising findings of
our work over the past 7 years is the vigor with which
herding sheep and goats took off in strong contrast to
the conventional wisdom that pastoralists began rather
timidly and haltingly to enter the desert. Instead, we
have veritable villages of permanent houses out there
(permanent in the sense that they were built of stone,
not tents or crude huts) that they occupied seasonally
(for perhaps 5-6 months or more) when the rains
provided water and vegetation.
Although they were herders of sheep and goats, their
main nutrition came from hunting wild animals and
from dairy products that sheep and goats produced.
They also traded lambs, kids and hair/wool with
farming populations in the western part of the southern
Levant (Jordan and Israel). Over time, wealth accumulated among some of the desert populations (sheep and
goats reproduce pretty rapidly), and a social hierarchy
probably rose very soon in the Late Neolithic period
(c. 6,500-5,000 BC). Burial practices reveal a "big man"
status for some of the people, while the hoi palloi were
buried in modest tumuli.
The bitterly bleak and challenging landscape that
is the Black Desert today was probably not so
forbidding during the Late Neolithic period: a
topsoil that used to capture and absorb rainfall
eventually suffered from the traffic and gorging of
sheep and goats, which combined with a devastating
decrease in rainfall around 2,000 BC, allowed the
topsoil to be eroded and blown away, changing the
landscape from one that resembled the dry grasslands
of western Texas and Oklahoma to today's abysmal
Stygian vistas.
It wasn't until the domestication of the camel that a
"true" Bedouin lifestyle emerged, one that involved
long-distance travel that was possible due to the loads
camels could carry as well as their iconic ability to go
for long periods without water.
Travel with Professor Gary Rollefson on
Grandeur of Petra, Splendors of Jordan,
March 15-28, 2015.
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She Who Disappears
By Professor Jeremy McInerney
High in the hills of the island of Aigina, across the water from
Athens, stands the temple of Aphaia. The temple
was adorned with sculptures depicting the Trojan War
and was dedicated to the local goddess Aphaia. The scenes
from the Trojan War are easy to identify, but who was this
obscure local deity?
Myths told of a Cretan maiden, Britomartis, loved by King
Minos. When the king tried to rape her she fled and jumped
into the sea. Saved by the goddess Artemis, she was dragged
out of the water by fisherman, and called Diktynna, the
“Lady of the Nets”. She appeared on Aigina, where she
was hailed as Aphaia, she who disappears. Worshipped
by young women, she was important in local coming-of-age
ceremonies.

that gave meaning and expression to the Greeks’ experience
of the maritime environment in which so many of them lived.

What these odd stories reveal is that the islands of the Greek
world were bound together in a complex web of song, story
and poem, and that the sea-ways of the Greeks were also
the source of story-ways, a network of myths and rituals

Our trip through the islands will explore the myth-geography
of the Greeks and will also look at the rich mythic associations
that made the Aegean into a region of both real and mythic
islands.

Travel with Professor Jeremy McInerney
on Greek Isles of Myth: The Cyclades,
Crete, Santorini and Aegina, June 7-20,2015.
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